quenching of magnets by mis-steered beam and beam halos.
I. INTRODUCTION
The High Energy Booster (HEB) ring is the last booster of the 20 TeV Superconducting Super Collider. The HEB west long straight section where extraction takes place, is directly over the two Collider rings, in the west utility straight section, where injection occurs. The vertical separation between HEB and the bottom Collider is 14 m, which is determined by radiation safety requirements. The elevation separation between the two Colliders is 0.9 m.
There are two beam lines to transfer both the clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) extracted HEB beams to top Collider and bottom Collider, respectively. Most of the difficulties of lattice design for these lines come from the very confined space limits. In 1991, a resistive magnet solution was proposed [l] . However, the use of iron-dominated magnets, limited to 1.8 T, basically filled about 1/2 of the length of the transfer line with dipoles. The consequent restrictions on the placement of quadrupoles resulted in an irregular beta function and limited tuning flexibility. An intense study of lattice design was performed in 1992 [2], which resulted in several different designs: a lattice with two "M=-I" achromats; a hybrid solution (using superconducting and resistive magnets); and a compact resistive magnet solution. The compact "One piece" resistive solution has been adopted for its optical flexibility, few problems of physical interference, operational reliability, and cost saving.
Operational reliability and safety is a major concern of this transfer system design. The HEB extraction and Collider injection aperture limits have been carefully examined to avoid 
LATTICE DESIGN STUDY
The design study here in many ways is an effort to solve inter-accelerator transfer line optical problems dealing with an insufficient length (phase advance) and strict matching requirements. The basic optical design goals of these lines are (a) Centroid matching, i.e., closed orbit matching; (b) f3 matching; and (c) Dispersion function matching. By dealing with q and p matching differently, one can work as follows: (1) q matching first, p matching second; (2) fl matching first, q matching second; or (3) simultaneous q and p matching.
The compact resistive lattice is a one piece p & q matching lattice with mixed q and B matching to overcome the shortage of phase advance. Instead of making ''Optical Insults" mghly irregular f3 matching section), two quadrupoles are used at each end to reduce the maximum p amplitude, and to present reasonable 0 functions to start a periodical oscillation.
A pseudoperiodic structure is created in the middle part to provide optical flexibility of the lattice. Figure 1 shows the lattice functions of the compact resistive design. It is easy to count how many variables are needed to match the HEB to Collider directly: two for q, four for 'hiss parameters. Ractically, one quadrupole on each side is added to have some preliminary control of p amplitudes which are the extensions of p oscillation in straight sections of these rings.
To cancel dispersion more naturally, one has to pay attention to the 2n phase shift between the two major bending centers. On one hand, one has to push bends to both ends to save total bending power, on the other hand, one has to maneuver "tails" of each bending group (parts close to center) to balance the group bend center position. The final matching of six parameters in most cases is accomplished by varying gradients of the "six quadrupoles" in the middle of the line. However two quadrupoles, one at each end play an important role in shaping the 0 oscillation wave forms in the center part. Itera-0-7803-1203-1/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE tions usually are carried on to make B oscillation in the middle part more nearly a periodical structure. consideration from beamline aperture and error sensitivity requirements. Figure 3 illustrates 
IV. HEB KICKElR EXTRACTION SCHEME
The HEB extraction is performed by a combination of a local "three" bump scheme, Figure 7 , and a set of fast pulsed kicker magnets, Figure 91CH3038-7 p.985 1991.
